
Pricing & Discounts

16-bit Scan Pricing

RGB
(Color)

Greyscale
(B&W)

Price

100MB 35MB $24.95

200MB 70MB $39.95

400MB 135MB $49.95

600MB 200MB $79.95

800MB 265MB $99.95

900MB 300MB $109.95

1000MB 335MB $119

1200MB 400MB $139

1440MB 480MB $225

1600MB 535MB $275

8-bit Scan Pricing

RGB
(Color)

Greyscale
(B&W)

Price

50MB 17MB $24.95

100MB 34MB $39.95

200MB 67MB $49.95

300MB 100MB $79.95

400MB 134MB $99.95

450MB 150MB $109.95

500MB 167MB $119

600MB 200MB $139

720MB 240MB $225

800MB 267MB $275

 

Quantity Discounts*
1-14 No discount
15-25 10% off
26-35 15% off
36-59 20% off
60-99 25% off
100+ Call

Currency Converter
This currency converter is provided for
your convenience, to help you
estimate your costs. When you place
your order, you will be billed in US
Dollars. Actual currency conversion
will be handled by your credit card
company when we bill your invoice.
 

Deposit Required: 
Due to the labor involved with scanning, a 50% deposit is required at the time you place your order, which we will bill to
the credit card number you supply. The remainder is due upon completion of the job.

We must use a significant amount of materials to scan 8x10 and larger film. Therefore, we have a minimum scan charge of $49.95 per image for 8x10 or larger
film. This charge does not apply to 6x17cm or 6x12cm panos. Please contact us for custom pricing if you have a large quantity of large film you need us to
scan.

*Quantity Discounts only apply to "scan-only" jobs. It does not apply to Archive Scans and print orders. These discounts apply to the total number of
transparencies or negatives included within ONE order. While we will work to complete your order as promptly as possible, there is no guaranteed turnaround
time for scans with quantity discounts. If you need your order by a specific date, discounted pricing will not apply to your order. Quantity discounts may not be
combined with sales or with any other offers. Quantity discounts apply to scans made from 35mm film, medium format film (645 to 6x17) and 4x5 images. 8x10
images do not qualify for quantity discounts. The quantity scan discounts listed above only apply to scans 100mb or larger - please contact us if you would like
to scan a large number of images under 100mb. To qualify for quantity discounts, you must write the words "Quantity Discount" in the promotional
code section of the order form. Orders without these words will be billed at our regular pricing.
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